
Bushwakka Adventure Trailers 

Africa has built a solid reputation 
for building some of the lightest, 
toughest and best off-road 
camping trailers on the market. 
The design team at Bushwakka, 
based in Worcester in the Cape, 
has just launched their latest 
addition to their range: the 
Bushwakka Sundowner II. There 
was a gap in the market for a 
trailer which was designed for 
two people, which had a 
caravan-type feel, and which was 
a model that would be easy to 
set up. Elderly people, for 
example, didn’t want to climb up 
a ladder to sleep; and young, 
adventurous couples wanted a 
trailer which could be set up in 
minutes. And, of course, the unit 

would have to subscribe to 
Bushwakka’s ‘lightest, toughest 
and best’ ethos. Enter the 
Sundowner II sleeper  trailer, a 
unit which comes standard with 
a CR12 stainless-steel chassis, 
heavy-duty leaf springs, Safari 
gas shocks and a stainless-steel 
and aluminium body. As tough as 
it is, the Sundowner II sleeper 
has a softer caravan feel to its 
interior. An integral part of the 
Bushwakka ethos is their focus 
on the client as an individual. As 
Jaco Putter, Bushwakka’s
production manager, put it, ‘We 
are not in the business of mass 
producing trailers.’ The 
Bushwakka’s team members 
pride themselves on their focus 
of the individual. So, while 
keeping to the base concept, 

Bushwakka will always go the 
extra mile to help satisfy the 
client’s unique requirements. 
One need only go to the 
Bushwakka’s Facebook page to 
see this individual attention to 
detail.

CONTACT DETAILS

13 Krone Street, Worcester

Call Us: 087 550 7666

jaco@bushwakka.co.za

jasper@bushwakka.co.za

Sundowner II SLEEPER

NEW PRODUCT: Bushwakka Sundowner II sleeper

http://bushwakka.co.za/contact-jaco-putter/?utm_source=sundowner-pdf-jaco&utm_medium=sundowner-pdf-jaco&utm_campaign=sundowner-pdf-jaco
http://bushwakka.co.za/contact-jasper-hewitt/?utm_source=sundowner-pdf-jasper&utm_medium= sundowner-pdf-jasper&utm_campaign=sundowner-pdf-jasper


SPECIFICATIONS

• 3CR12 stainless-steel boxed ladder chassis  

reinforced for long term off-road use.

• Heavy-duty 1.8 ton braked axle with coupler  

(including lock out pin), long-blade leaf spring & 

jockey wheel.

• Two heavy-duty Gabriel Safari gas shocks attached 

to chassis  in upright position.

• 3CR12 stainless-steel and aluminium body bolted to  

chassis  with rubber padding.

• Two rear-mounted, quick-release, adjustable trailer-

levelling jacks.

• 4.5 kg gas bottle in nose box.

• Three 15 / 245 tyres fitted on steel rims - spare   

wheel mounted under rear chassis with winch.

• Large aluminium nose box storage unit with three  

storage  compartments and fridge slide.

• Aluminium wash stand for wash basin & drying rack.  

(Basin and rack included).

• Interior storage pockets and compartments.

• Fully-equipped, side-mounted kitchen for four, with  

work  surface, cutlery drawer, stove and canvas 

utensil bag.

• Three large interior clothes-storage cupboards with    

doors.

• Top-mounted LED light for washing-up area.

• Side-access storage compartment.

• Large under-bed storage compartments.

• 12 - 220 V battery system (includes interior lights, 

battery  charger and three Hella points).

• N/L monitor, multi-plug & 220 V input box.

• Internal table

• Large, fold-out double bed (2 x 1.5 m)

• 120-litre aluminium water tank fitted into chassis, 

with water pump and capacity gauge.

• Rear-door awning

• Hot water gas geyser with washing-up basin, mixer  

tap and shower point.

• Data dot certification 



A clever feature is this small, fold-out  
table to put things on when you're 
looking for something in the fridge.

This hatch on the passenger side 
houses the fridge/freezer on a sliding 
roller.
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The neat, 2-burner gas 
stove folds away under 
the main fold-out kitchen.
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The stainless-steel hatch 
becomes a large kitchen 
work surface.
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A dedicated compartment 
holds four glasses and four 
stainless-steel wine 
goblets.

Laser-cut, high-density 
foam keeps crockery 
securely stored.
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7 Cutlery Drawer.
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There are several storage 
compartments ready for 
your kitchen gear and 
food.
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The neat, 2-burner gas 
stove folds away under 
the main fold-out kitchen.
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The neat, 2-burner gas 
stove folds away under 
the main fold-out kitchen.
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11 A National Luna battery-
charge indicator is 
positioned above two 
Hella plugs.

12 A 12 V LED swivel light provides additional 
lighting for the kitchen area.

13 This is the slot where the washing-up 
basin and drying rack slide in. 
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14 The jerrycan holders

15 Aluminium access steps.
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Rear-mounted, quick 
release, adjustable trailer-
levelling jacks.

17 The shower assembly.

18 An added extra: a double 
pop-top roof for additional 
standing height and 
ventilation.

19 Big fold-out double bed. 
Door

20 Door awning
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The Sundowner II sleeper II Sleeper has 
an efficient, self-lighting, stainless-steel 
gas geyser unit.
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The Sundowner II sleeper comes 
standard with a light aluminium 
washing-up frame that slots into a 
channel on the side of the trailer. The 
plastic basin fits into this framework.
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The washbasin has a large surface area 
adjoining the basin for stacking dishes 
prior to washing up.

24
The Sundowner II sleeper  off-road 
caravan has been designed by real 
campers - the drying-up rack is practical 
and simple.
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The washing-up rack is supported by two 
adjustable aluminium poles.

The washing-up rack is supported by two 
adjustable aluminium poles.
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Construction
• 3CR12 stainless-steel chassis
• Stainless-steel and aluminium body
• Heavy-duty leaf-springs with Safari gas shocks
• Braked axle 1 800 kg

• Spring rating 2 000 kg
• Tare 800 kg
• GVM 1 500 kg
• Nose weight 85 kg 



Left The Sundowner II sleeper is very spacious inside. With the addition of the 
double pop-up roof, one has the feeling of immense space. Coupled with the 
simple but useful netting pouches, the Bushwakka Sundowner II sleeper has 
more than enough easily accessible storage space for two people. Below
Thanks to its strong but light stainless-steel chassis, the Sundowner II Sleeper 
is light, practical and easy to unhitch and set up camp. Bottom What I liked 
most about the Bushwakka Sundowner II sleeper was the roomy spacious feel 
of the camper. The bed was large and extremely comfortable



OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES

• Stone deflector net to protect rear of tow vehicle
• Double pop-top roof for additional standing

height and ventilation
• Upgrade interior cupboard door to lockable
• Shower rose bracket assembly kit in storage bag
• 20-litre plastic water bottle
• 20-litre steel jerrycan
• 10-metre 220 V extension lead to plug trailer into

mains for battery charging
• Two aluminium jerry can holders fitted to rear
• 4.5 kg gas bottle (No. 10)
• 1.8 x 0.8 m aluminium camping table in storage bag
• Fold-up stainless-steel braai set with storage bag
• 125 W removable solar panel mounted to pop-top

roof with 10 m extension lead
• 1 000 W inverter with interior multi-plug
• 12 V vehicle charging kit to charge battery in trailer
• 12 V LED swivel work light for additional light on

kitchen area
• 12 V LED outside clip-on light
• Spare axle bearing & seal kit
• Fitted spade
• Fitted 1.5 kg fire extinguisher
• Fitted axe
• Heavy-duty canvas protective storage cover
• 12 x 32 mm padlock set with master key 

FRIDGE OPTIONS

• 90-litre National Luna 50/40 fridge/freezer
with single lid and basket

• 52-litre National Luna fridge/freezer
• 50-litre National Luna combo

(40-litre fridge / 10-litre freezer)
• Padded protection and insulation cover 

TENT OPTIONS

• 3 x 2.8 m side-mounted, fold-out kitchen awning
with support poles stored in PVC bag

• Kitchen awning, full enclosure, nylon sides with
windows and door

• 5 x 3 m ground sheet
• Free-standing shower cubical with net floor

( 2 x 1.5 x 1.5 m)
• 270 x 3 m bush-fan fitted over kitchen and
rear door
(Note: this option will restrict rear door entrance 
height)

Top The beauty of the Bushwakka Sundowner II sleeper is the simplicity 
and speed with which two people can get the camper-caravan set up. 
bottom. The shower is also quick and simple to connect. The geyser also 
lights automatically when one turns on the tap.



Both the Standard Kitchen canopy or the full 270 Bush-Fan option have the option of Zip 
on light weight side panels to enclose the kitchen and living areas under roof.

Call Us  087 550 7666


